DOWN UNDER
Skippy and Wishee would be very happy if you
would join them in singing the choruses.
They are printed in bold.
Travelling in a fried-out Kombi
On a hippie trail, head full of zombie
I met a strange lady, she made me nervous
She took me in and gave me breakfast
And she said:
“Do you come from a land down under?
Where women glow and men plunder
Can’t you hear, can’t you hear the thunder
You better run, you better take cover.”
Buying bread from a man in Brussels
He was six foot four and full of muscle
I said, “Do you speak-a my language?”
He just smiled and gave me a Vegemite Sandwich
And he said:

“I come from a land down under
Where beer does flow and men chunder
Can’t you hear, can’t you hear the thunder
You better run, you better take cover.”

29th, 30th and 31st January 2015
Broad Hinton Village Hall

ACT 1
The action begins in a Peking street in front of Widow Twankey’s shop.
We are then taken to the Emperor’s Palace Garden followed by the
entrance to a cave eventually arriving at a used animal salesman’s office.
INTERVAL
ACT 2

A journey through a desert takes us to a dark cave. The Genie then
whisks us back to Pekin and on to Abanazar’s Lair before good prevails
over evil and we return to the Palace Gardens for a celebration.
Please note:
The performance contains flash effects and loud noises!
Running time approximately 2 hours.
The bar will be open during the interval and throughout the performance.

So what is BHADS?
We are the Broad Hinton Amateur Dramatic Society, formed to produce
entertainment for the local community (and ourselves). We welcome
several new faces for this pantomime and are always ready to include
anyone who is interested in taking part in any way, be it on or off stage.
Please contact one of the following:
Mark Miller
Sally Cartwright
Alex Laroche
Nick Moakes
Marilyn Martin
Chris O’Neill

731231
731050
731850
731241
731521
731365

BHADS Costumes

TEAMWORK
The success of any BHADS production lies not only with the actors out
on the stage but with a team of people who behind the scenes support
the actors and who are an integral part of this society. I would therefore
like to thank them for their advice and support over the last three
months in bringing together this production of Aladdin.

Dave for his
quietly efficient
stage
management
and ingenious
props making

Steve who
brings the
production
alive with his
music and
sound effects

As many of you know, BHADS has built up quite a collection of costumes over
the years. These costume are now available to hire at £10 a time. They are
mostly suitable for adults, although we do also have a number of children’s
costumes from recent pantomimes.
Since the costumes are stored at Sally Cartwright’s house, she will be the main
point of contact for costume hire. The best way to contact Sally in the first
instance is by email to find out if we have what you need, and to arrange a time
to try out costumes.
Email address: sally.cartwright@broadhinton.org.uk or 01793 731050.
Think of us next time you are invited to a fancy dress bash!

Happy New Year

Jenny and Candace who ensure
that the stage is set correctly
and the curtains are open and
closed on time

The Chinese Year of the Sheep will begin on February 19th, 2015.
Generally speaking, people born in the year of sheep are generous, just
and kind, and easily touched by other people's misfortunes. Behaving
gracefully and kind-heartedly, they are always respected and admired by
others. They are used to guiding their own conduct by liberal rules as well
as treating others with leniency. Besides being good housekeepers, they
are also fond of children and pets. Though mild in disposition, they never
yield under pressure. It is impossible to force them to do something.
Famous people born in the Year Of The Sheep:
Jane Austen, Boris Becker, Jamie Foxx, Mel Gibson, King George VI, Franz
Liszt, Michelangelo, Michael Owen, Mark Twain, Rudolph Valentino,
Barbara Walters, Bruce Willis, Orville Wright, Sir Laurence Olivier,
Josephine Bonaparte, Margot Fonteyn, Mikhail Gorbachev, Toni Morrison,
Leonard Nimoy, Pierre Trudeau, Katharine Hepburn, Boris Yeltsin.

Mark and
Andrew for their
imaginative
lighting and
special effects
Jenny for her
tireless and
efficient
prompting

Sally and
Mary for
creative
costumes that
bring colour
and style

Alex who brings
the production
to life with her
artistic scenery

Liz for her
practical advice
and welldesigned and
original posters
and programmes

The Grand Vizier of Peking
Aladdin, son of Widow Twankey
Widow Twankey, baker and travel agent
Wishee Washee, Twankey’s other son
Emperor of Peking
Princess So-Posh, his daughter
Swanki-Poo, her handmaiden
Abanazar, a magician
Craganazar, his nephew
Customer
Peking Pete, used animal salesman
Skippy, a chinese camel
Arabanazar, nephew of Abanazar
The Genie of the Lamp
Grabanazar, another nephew of Abanazar
The Genie of the Ring
Stabanazar, yet another nephew of Abanazar

Jenni Moseling
Maddie Kromer
Jerry Marshall
Jo McCombe
Sandra Beaumont-Kerridge
Kerridge
Chloe Hughes
Sarah Kromer
Nick Moakes
Kate Marshall
Paul Thomas
Simon Harris
Paul Thomas
Kate Marshall
George Horton
Kate Marshall
George Horton
Kate Marshall

Director
Assistant Director
Stage Manager and Props
Sound
Lighting

Set Design and Artwork
Prompt
Costumes
Make Up
Choreography
Back stage Crew
Front of House

Peking Kids and Abanazar’s Handmaidens:
Lifen, (clever and fragrant like flowers)
Lihua, (beautiful and elegant)
Liling, (white jasmine tinkling)
Liqui, (beautiful autumn)
Luli (dewy jasmine)

Jessica Candy
Lauren Candy
Eliza Hill
Jessica Maze
Hope Baker

Programme & Tickets

Marilyn Martin
Liz Moakes
Dave Eagle
Steve Cutler
Mark Cooper
Andrew Simmonds
Alex Laroche
Jenny Oakshott
Sally Cartwright
Mary Hudson
Lorraine Hughes
Maddie Kromer
Marilyn Martin
Jenny Clarke
Candace Gaisford
Mark Miller
Geoff Martin
Bridget Cooper
Janine Jephson
Des Clarke
Helen Miller
John Hutchings
Caroline Fleming
Barry Hudson
Nick and Liz Moakes

